**KEY FEATURES**

- **3 in 1 functionality.** Works as a wireless repeater, wireless access point or wireless bridge
- **Wireless repeater mode:** Extend wireless signal to areas unreached by router
- **Wireless access point mode:** Connect into a modem to create a wireless network
- **Wireless bridge mode:** Receive a wireless signal and turn it into a wired connection
- High speed wireless N300 capable
- **WPS button for easy pairing with wireless clients**
- Connects directly to the wall - allows for unobtrusive placement within the home/office

---

**Model Code/Part Number | Description | APN Code**
--- | --- | ---
NP124 | Wireless N Extender | 9317773014563
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

WHAT IS A WIRELESS REPEATER?
A Wireless Repeater extends your existing wireless network by taking a weak wireless signal and redistributing it as a strong wireless signal. Place the wireless repeater at the edge of your network to give the signal a boost and extend the range of your wireless.

WHAT IS A WIRELESS ACCESS POINT?
A Wireless Access Point connects directly to the modem that supplies your Internet and provides a wireless signal that multiple users in the home or office can connect to. This function is for users who have the Internet but don’t have a wireless network.

WHAT IS A WIRELESS BRIDGE?
A Wireless Bridge is ideally suited to connecting home entertainment and other fixed devices to the Internet. The Wireless Bridge receives a wireless signal from your existing router and turns it into a wired Ethernet connection that you can use to connect devices that have an RJ45 LAN port to the Internet.

HOW DO YOU SWITCH BETWEEN THE THREE FUNCTIONS?
Out of the box, this device is configured to be used as a Wireless Access Point. To use this product as a Wireless Repeater or a Wireless Bridge, simply log into the web user interface and select the function you would like to use from a drop down box. If you choose to use a Wireless Repeater or Wireless Bridge, all you have to do is select your existing wireless network from a list and enter the security key (if your wireless network has a password).

NETCOMM VELOCITY™ SERIES
Wireless N Extender

IDEAL ENVIRONMENT FOR USE
The Wireless N Extender is most useful in environments where there are non-existent, unstable or inconsistent wireless signals around the house, particularly in upstairs bedrooms, living rooms at the end of the house or far corner offices.

The NP124 is designed to connect directly into the wall and its tidy housing makes it an unobtrusive fixture in any home or office. Also featuring a WPS button and advanced wireless security options, the NP124 is an ideal solution for enabling wireless connectivity throughout your entire home or office.

*NetComm takes no responsibility for the method and ease for connecting to competitor products.